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Abstract—Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM)
has a high peak-to-average ratio (PAR), which can result in low op-
tical power efficiency when modulated through a Mach–Zehnder
(MZ) modulator. In addition, the nonlinear characteristic of the
MZ can cause significant distortion on the OFDM signal, leading to
in-band intermodulation products between subcarriers. We show
that a quadrature MZ with digital predistortion and hard clip-
ping is able to overcome the previous impairments. We consider
quantization noise and compute the minimum number of bits re-
quired in the digital-to-analog converter (D/A). Finally, we discuss
a dual-drive MZ as a simpler alternative for the OFDM modulator,
but our results show that it requires a higher oversampling ratio to
achieve the same performance as the quadrature MZ.

Index Terms—Coherent optical communications, CO-OFDM,
dual-drive Mach–Zehnder (MZ) modulator, orthogonal fre-
quency-division multiplexing (OFDM), MZ modulator, quadra-
ture MZ modulator.

I. INTRODUCTION

O RTHOGONAL frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) is a multicarrier modulation that is receiving

increased interest in the fiber-optic research community for
its robustness against intersymbol interference (ISI), since the
symbol period of each subcarrier can be made long compared
to the delay spread caused by group-velocity dispersion (GVD)
and polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) [1], [2].

Multicarrier signals like OFDM have a high peak-to-average
ratio (PAR), which is proportional to the number of used sub-
carriers [3]. Optical OFDM is modulated using Mach–Zehnder
(MZ) modulators having nonlinear, peak-limited transfer char-
acteristics. Experiments have been performed demonstrating the
potential of OFDM with coherent detection in optical systems
[1], [4], [5]. Some previous work has investigated the possibility
of predistortion and clipping to mitigate the effects of MZ non-
linearity on OFDM system performance [5], [6]. Our study ex-
tends that previous work by considering the frequency-depen-
dent MZ electrode losses, by quantifying optical power effi-
ciency, and by introducing the dual-drive MZ as an alternative
option for the OFDM modulator.

There are several options to generate an optical OFDM signal.
A popular technique shifts the electrical OFDM signal to an in-
termediate frequency (IF) and then uses it to drive a single MZ
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modulator [1], [4], [5]. Another option is to use a quadrature
MZ. A quadrature MZ modulates directly the baseband elec-
trical OFDM signal to the optical domain without the need of
an IF. Hence, this technique, sometimes called direct conver-
sion [5], reduces the required electrical bandwidth by a factor
of two, at the expense of a more complicated modulator design.
A conventional solution to the PAR problem is to reduce the
operating range in the MZ to accommodate the OFDM peak.
However, this solution results in a significant power efficiency
penalty, which may require the use of optical amplification at
the transmitter to boost the signal level. An alternative solu-
tion would be using peak-reduction algorithms studied for wire-
less systems [3]. All of these peak-reduction algorithms, how-
ever, lead to undesired effects, such as increased coding over-
head and/or increased average transmitted power [7]–[10]. An
increased coding overhead requires an increased sampling rate
in order to maintain the desired bit rate, exacerbating the impact
of GVD and PMD, and requiring faster digital-to-analog (D/A)
converters. An increased average transmitted power can lead to
increased nonlinear impairment; in [11], it was shown that the
variance of phase noise caused by four-wave mixing is propor-
tional to the power in each subcarrier, but is not simply related to
the instantaneous peak power. Furthermore, all of the peak-re-
duction algorithms present a computational burden to the trans-
mitter [10], which might be prohibitive at the speeds of optical
systems.

In this paper, we present hard clipping with predistortion as a
simple and effective approach to combat the nonlinearity in the
quadrature MZ and increase the optical power efficiency. Since
the OFDM peaks occur with a very low probability, clipping can
be an effective technique. In addition, we study the combined
effects of having a finite number of bits in the D/A and the MZ
nonlinearity. We then extend our study to the dual-drive MZ,
which proves to require a higher oversampling ratio to achieve
the same performance as the quadrature MZ.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review
PAR fundamentals in multicarrier systems and the quadra-
ture drive MZ modulator. In addition, we introduce the MZ
canonical model including the electrode frequency response.
In Section III, we focus on the quadrature MZ, and study
through simulations the optical power efficiency (OPE) and
system performance gains when predistortion and hard clipping
are used. Moreover, we consider quantization noise from the
D/A and study through simulations the minimum number of
bits required and the optimum clipping level. In Section IV,
we introduce the dual-drive MZ as a simpler option for the
OFDM modulator. We then analyze the oversampling required
to achieve low performance degradation in the dual-drive MZ.
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II. PAR AND MZ REVIEW

A. Peak-to-Average Power Ratio

The PAR is defined as [3]

(1)

where is the peak value squared of the signal
and is the average signal power. The peak of the
signal determines the dynamic range required of the D/As and
modulators in the circuit. Thus, it is desirable to have signals
with low PAR. In the case of OFDM, i.e., identical constella-
tions on all of the subcarriers, the PAR can be written as [3],
[10]

(2)

where is the largest symbol magnitude squared on
the subcarrier, is the average power per symbol
on subcarrier and is the number of used subcarriers. In
particular, if all the subcarriers are modulated using QPSK, (2)
becomes

(3)

B. Mach–Zehnder Modulator

If complementary drive signals are used, the transfer charac-
teristic of a single-drive MZ modulator is [12]

(4)

where and are the output and input electric fields,
respectively, is the electrical modulator signal, and is
the voltage that must be applied to the single electrode to pro-
duce a differential phase shift of between the two waveguides.
The modulator electrode has frequency-dependent loss, so that
high-frequency components of the drive signal are attenuated.
The electrode frequency response can be modeled by [12]

(5)

where is the input drive voltage, is the modulating voltage
of the MZ transfer characteristic, is the frequency-depen-
dent loss, is the velocity mismatch difference between the
optical and electrical waveguides and is the interaction length.
The model for single-drive MZ modulator is shown in Fig. 1.

Two single-drive MZ modulators can be combined to create a
quadrature MZ. The quadrature MZ comprises two single-drive
MZs, whose output optical fields are added in quadrature. The
quadrature MZ is useful to modulate a complex baseband signal
directly to the optical domain without the need of shifting the
signal to an IF. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of a quadrature
MZ. For the remainder of the paper, in block diagrams, we use

Fig. 1. Model for single-drive MZ modulator, corresponding to one phase of a
quadrature MZ modulator.

Fig. 2. Quadrature MZ modulator.

Fig. 3. OFDM transmitter using quadrature MZ modulator.

single lines to represent electrical signals and double lines to
represent optical signals.

III. QUADRATURE MZ OPTIMIZATION

A. Quadrature MZ Modulator

Fig. 3 shows an optical OFDM modulator using a quadrature
MZ.

In Fig. 3, the transmitted symbols are modulated using the
inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and the cyclic prefix
is added to the signal. After D/A conversion, the real and imag-
inary components are used to drive the MZ modulators. Then,
one of the MZ outputs is delayed by 90 in order to generate the
optical in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components. These are
then summed and injected into the fiber. We note that in Fig. 3
not all the subcarriers are used to transmit data. Some of
the subcarriers are used for oversampling [2]. The oversampling
ratio is defined as where is the IDFT size and

is the number of used subcarriers [2]. Furthermore, the used
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subcarriers are properly positioned within the DFT block such
that the resulting OFDM spectrum is centered and, typically, the
DC subcarrier is not used for data transmission.

The MZ modulators in Fig. 3 can introduce two impairments:
low optical power efficiency and intermodulation products be-
tween subcarriers.

In order to quantify the first impairment, we define OPE as

(6)

A backoff in the MZ operating range is required to accommo-
date the peak of any drive signal. Since the OFDM signals have
a high PAR, the OPE can be very low. For example, if
and , i.e., 52 used subcarriers, the OPE is less than
1% (Fig. 8).

The second impairment results from the MZ nonlinear
transfer characteristic. Expanding (4) into a Taylor series, we
get

(7)

The cubic term in (7) will generate in-band intermodulation
products between the subcarriers, which cannot be removed by
filtering.

In order to mitigate the previous impairments, we will use
predistortion to compensate the MZ nonlinearity and hard clip-
ping to increase the OPE. The clipping operation is described as

if
if
if

(8)

where is the clipped signal at sample time , and is
the clipping level. The clipping operation is done separately on
each of the real and imaginary components of the OFDM signal.
Furthermore, we will use a super-Gaussian filter (SGF) at the
MZ output in order to eliminate any out of band leakage gener-
ated by hard clipping (in a practical wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (WDM) system, this filtering function would be per-
formed by the multiplexer). The predistortion function is given
by

(9)

where and are the digital input and output volt-
ages of the predistortion device. Note that
because of the clipping operation and that the output signal

swing is always between and due to the
mapping of the predistortion curve. The predistortion transfer
characteristic is shown in Fig. 4. In addition to the predistor-
tion curve, we need to compensate the electrode frequency re-
sponse of each MZ. We note that if the electrode frequency re-
sponse is compensated, then . The optimized

Fig. 4. Predistortion transfer characteristic for quadrature MZ modulator.

Fig. 5. OFDM transmitter including hard clipping, predistortion, and electrode
frequency response compensation.

Fig. 6. Electrical and optical MZ waveforms. The solid and dotted lines repre-
sent the waveforms with and without hard clipping, respectively.

OFDM transmitter and the corresponding waveforms are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, we note that the peak after the D/A
can exceed the value limited by the digital hard clipping device
because of interpolation effects [10], [13]. In order to avoid an
analog clipping device, we will allow the driving signal to ex-
ceed . Later, we will show that this effect has negligible im-
pact on system performance.
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B. Clipping Simulation Results

In order to make the simulation results independent of the
number of subcarriers, we will define a normalized clipping
level called the clipping ratio (CR) [14], which is defined as

(10)

where is the clipping level and is the rms power of the
OFDM signal, i.e., . For example, if there
is no clipping, then . A value means
that the signal is clipped at twice the rms power level. We note
that the PAR of the real and imaginary components is twice the
PAR of the complex baseband OFDM signal, since the real and
imaginary parts have half the power but the same peak value as
the complex baseband OFDM signal.

In our simulations, we consider a polarization-multiplexed
system with a total bit rate of 118 Gbit/s (103 Gbit/s with 15%
FEC overhead). The subcarriers are modulated using QPSK, so
the symbol rate on each polarization is 29.66 GHz. The FFT size
is 64 and the oversampling ratio is , i.e., only 52 sub-
carriers are used. The cyclic prefix is chosen accordingly to [2],
and is approximately 1/10 of the total number of subcarriers.
We assume for now that the D/A has an infinite number of bits.
We neglect all transmission impairments, such as fiber nonlin-
earity, GVD and PMD. We use a homodyne receiver, followed
by an anti-aliasing filter that is a fifth-order Butterworth low-
pass filter having a 3-dB bandwidth equal to 17.2 GHz, the first
null in the baseband OFDM spectrum [2]. The 3-dB bandwidth
of the SGF is set equal to the OFDM bandwidth [2]. The MZ
3-dB bandwidth is 30 GHz, which is representative of currently
available devices [15]. The MZ frequency response is shown in
Fig. 7. We note that the compensation of the MZ frequency re-
sponse shown in Fig. 5 requires one extra DFT and IDFT oper-
ation to scale the subcarriers by the inverse of the MZ electrode
frequency response. We consider three scenarios for the mod-
ulator: FullCompensation where we compensate the MZ elec-
trode frequency response as shown in Fig. 5, Precompensation
where we move the electrode frequency response compensation
to the OFDM transmitter as a predistortion operation, i.e., we
are swapping the order of the nonlinear and linear effects and
NoCompensation where we do not compensate the MZ elec-
trode frequency response. The simulation results are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. Since typical current FEC codes have a threshold
around , we measure the receiver sensitivity penalty
at in order to have some margin.

In Fig. 8, we observe that the OPE is around 1% if there
is no clipping ( ). As we start clipping, the power
efficiency increases significantly. Moreover, we can also ob-
serve that the three compensation options have approximately
the same OPE. For the case of no compensation, the OPE is
slightly inferior, due to the frequency dependence of the MZ
electrode frequency response.

In Fig. 9, we observe that the power penalty is approximately
constant down to about , below which, the signal be-
comes severely distorted and the receiver sensitivity penalty in-
creases rapidly. Furthermore, we observe that the three compen-
sation scenarios have approximately the same performance. For

Fig. 7. MZ electrode frequency response.

Fig. 8. Optical power efficiency for � � ��, � � ��� and
� � �������	.

Fig. 9. Receiver sensitivity penalty at � � 
� , � � ��, � � ��� and
� � �������	.

the case of no compensation, we note that there is a residual
receiver sensitivity penalty even if there is no clipping. The
residual receiver sensitivity penalty is due to the power lost at
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Fig. 10. Optical power efficiency for different number of subcarriers.

Fig. 11. Receiver sensitivity penalty for different number of subcarriers.

some frequencies in the MZ. By going from (no
clipping) down to , the OPE increases from less than
1% to 14%, a 12-dB power gain at the cost of a 0.5-dB sensi-
tivity penalty.

Finally, in order to confirm that the CR makes the optimized
clipping level independent of the number of subcarriers, we re-
peated the simulations with a different number of subcarriers.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the OPE and system performance curves
for different numbers of subcarriers for the case of no compen-
sation of the MZ electrode frequency response.

C. Quantization Effects

For the remainder of the paper, we consider only the situ-
ation where the electrode frequency response is not compen-
sated, since we verified that this compensation has little effect on
OPE and system performance. In addition, not compensating the
electrode frequency response minimizes hardware complexity
and power consumption.

In a practical OFDM transmitter, the D/A necessarily will
have a finite number of bits. Figs. 12 and 13 show the OPE and

Fig. 12. Optical power efficiency for different number of bits in the D/A,� �

��, � � ��� and � � �������	.

Fig. 13. Receiver sensitivity penalty for different number of bits in the D/A,
� � ��, � � ��� and � � �������	.

system performance curves for different number of bits in the
D/A. We note that the D/A reference voltage is always equal to

regardless of the CR, since the predistortion device maps the
clipped peak value to .

In Fig. 12, we observe that the OPE is independent of the
number of bits in the D/A. On the other hand, in Fig. 13 we
observe that for a fixed number of bits, the receiver sensitivity
penalty decreases as we further clip the signal until around

. This is because the D/A with a limited number of
quantization levels can better represent the OFDM signal as the
peak is further clipped. We also observe that as we increase the
number of bits, the receiver sensitivity penalty decreases and
converges to the case of infinite-resolution value, as expected.
If a value is used, 6 bits would be sufficient to
obtain good performance. Finally, we note that although we
considered in Figs. 12 and 13, the receiver sensitivity
penalty due to clipping and quantization is independent of the
number of subcarriers for a given value of CR.
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Fig. 14. Model for dual-drive MZ modulator.

Fig. 15. Dual-drive MZ plane.

IV. DUAL-DRIVE MZ OPTIMIZATION

A. Dual-Drive MZ Modulator

We have shown that the quadrature MZ can be used as an ef-
ficient OFDM transmitter. In an attempt to reduce complexity,
we have also considered using a dual-drive MZ as an OFDM
transmitter. The dual-drive MZ has two independent drive elec-
trodes, and has transfer characteristic given by

(11)

where and are the output and input electric
fields, respectively, and are independent elec-
trical modulator signals and is the drive voltage that must
be applied differentially between the two electrodes to produce
a differential phase shift of between the two waveguides. The
model for the dual-drive MZ is shown in Fig. 14.

The frequency response of each electrode in Fig. 14 is given
by (5). In the dual-drive MZ, by adding together two indepen-
dent signals whose phases are proportional to the two indepen-
dent drive voltages, we can generate an output electric field
having arbitrary magnitude and phase. In other words, we can
generate any point inside the unit circle of the complex plane

, as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 16. OFDM transmitter using the dual-drive MZ with hard-clipping, pre-
distortion, and electrode frequency response compensation.

Fig. 17. OFDM span regions for a fixed clipping level. The dotted and solid
regions correspond to the quadrature MZ and the dual-drive MZ, respectively.

The drive voltages required to generate a point
are given by

(12)

We note that due to the symmetry of the problem, the equa-
tions for and are periodic with period and that
they could be interchanged and the point would still be ob-
tained. We note that if the frequency response of each elec-
trode is compensated, then and

.
As for the quadrature MZ modulator, we use hard clipping in

the dual-drive MZ to increase the OPE. The optimized OFDM
transmitter using the dual-drive MZ is shown in Fig. 16.

Besides reduced hardware complexity, another advantage of
the dual-drive MZ over the quadrature MZ is a reduced clipping
probability for the same clipping level. As shown in Fig. 17, the
dual-drive MZ can span the indicated circle in the complex plane

for a given clipping level, while the quadrature
MZ can only span the indicated square.

If the drive signal samples and are digitally
predistorted, the MZ will generate the correct optical electric
field at the sampling instants. However, the drive voltages

and between samples are obtained by interpola-
tion in the D/A converter, and they are not generally the values
required to generate the correct optical electric field in between
the sampling instants. As shown in Fig. 18, the optical wave-
form will differ from the correct OFDM waveform, which can
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Fig. 18. Real component of the dual-drive MZ output electric field.

degrade system performance. This problem can be controlled
by increasing the oversampling ratio.

However, for a fixed oversampling ratio, there are some de-
grees of freedom in selecting the drive voltage values at the sam-
pling instants since the dual-drive nonlinear transfer character-
istic is periodic with period and drive voltage values for

and can be interchanged. The correct OFDM values
in between the sampling instants are obtained by smooth in-
terpolation (ideally interpolation). So, in order to min-
imize the error in between the sampling instances, the trajec-
tory spanned by the drive voltage vectors in the complex plane

should also be smooth, which is analogous to

(13)

where and . In
(13), we note that once the predistortion equation for
is chosen, the equation for is constrained such that the
optical electrical field at the sampling instant is equal to the
OFDM sample value.

Fig. 19 illustrates the output optical electrical field generated
by the dual-drive MZ for the cases of no trajectory optimization
and with trajectory optimization for an oversampling ratio of

before the SGF.
In Fig. 19(a), no trajectory optimization was used and the

drive voltages were set to and
for all discrete time and they were limited to the

range between to . We observe that the optical field in
between the sampling instants is not equal to the correct OFDM
waveform for the majority of the time. However, in Fig. 19(b),
we observe that the error in between the sampling instants is
significantly minimized when trajectory optimization is used.
The receiver sensitivity penalty is around 1 dB for an oversam-
pling ratio when trajectory optimization is used. On
the other hand, if no trajectory optimization is used, the over-
sampling ratio to achieve 1-dB receiver sensitivity penalty is

. Finally, in Fig. 19(c), we have expanded the drive
voltages range to and the error in between samples was
further reduced since there are now more degrees of freedom
for the drive voltages values. The receiver sensitivity penalty

Fig. 19. Output electric field of the dual-drive MZ for the cases of no trajectory
optimization and with trajectory optimization before the SGF. The solid and
dashed lines represent the output electric field and the correct OFDM waveform,
respectively.

for this case is around 0.7 dB. We note that increasing the drive
voltage range by a factor of two reduces the effective vertical
resolution of the D/A converter by the same factor which, in
turn, means that a larger number of bits is required to maintain
the same performance. However, we believe that in a practical
MZ modulator, the drive voltages values will be constrained to

, so we will only consider this case for the remainder of the
paper. Figs. 20 and 21 show the dual-drive MZ optical power
efficiency and receiver sensitivity penalty, respectively, for dif-
ferent clipping levels.

We observe in Fig. 20 that the OPE increases significantly as
we further clip the signal, like in the quadrature MZ. In Fig. 21,
we notice that the power penalty is approximately constant
down to about , below which, the signal becomes
severely distorted and the receiver sensitivity penalty increases
rapidly. Finally, from Figs. 20 and 21, we conclude that the
optimum clipping level is , as for the quadrature MZ.

In Fig. 22, we compare the receiver sensitivity penalty for the
two types of modulators as a function of the oversampling ratio
at the optimum clipping level, .

We observe in Fig. 22 that the quadrature MZ penalty re-
mains constant as we increase the oversampling ratio. The 0.4
dB residual penalty can be decomposed into 0.15 dB from the
MZ frequency-dependent electrode losses and 0.25 dB from the
clipping noise. On the other hand, the dual-drive MZ penalty
decreases as the oversampling ratio increases. This is expected,
as increasing the number of sampling points reduces the error
between the correct and attainable waveform trajectories in the
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Fig. 20. Dual-drive MZ optical power efficiency with trajectory optimization
for � � ���, � � ��� and � � ��������.

Fig. 21. Dual-drive MZ receiver sensitivity penalty with trajectory optimiza-
tion for � � ���, � � ��� and � � ��������.

Fig. 22. Dual-drive and quadrature MZ receiver sensitivity penalties as a func-
tion of the oversampling ratio with no frequency loss compensation and with
trajectory optimization for 	
 � ���, drive voltages range between �� and
� � ��������.

complex plane. Finally, we note that the dual-drive receiver
sensitivity penalty converges to the same value as that for the
quadrature MZ as the oversampling ratio increases.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the quadrature MZ with predistortion and
hard clipping is able to achieve good performance without ad-
ditional oversampling, while achieving high optical power ef-
ficiency. We observed that the MZ electrode frequency-depen-
dent losses can be neglected, since they have very little impact
on system performance. We have also shown that the optimum
clipping level is approximately , since this value
yields a 12-dB gain in optical power efficiency with minimal
receiver sensitivity degradation. Furthermore, we verified that
the D/A requires at least 6 bits, and that the optimum clipping
level is also approximately when quantization noise
is present. We have also shown that the dual-drive MZ can also
be used as an efficient OFDM modulator. It requires less hard-
ware than the quadrature MZ and minimizes the clipping prob-
ability. On the other hand, the dual-drive MZ requires a higher
oversampling ratio which, in turn, means that faster D/A con-
verters and wider electrode frequency responses are necessary.
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